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Abstract

In continuously evolving systems (including hybrid sys-
tems), trajectory selection (diagnosis) based on limited
observations is usually a difficult thing to do. Proba-
bilistic approaches to this problem try to select hypothe-
ses based on their posterior probabilities conditioned
on the observations made. These approaches, however,
try to relate parameters of a hypothesis directly to the
observations made (usually under unwarranted assump-
tions) without respecting the complexity of the equation
models according to which they may be related - hence
leading to their inaccuracy. Computationally also, the
number of competing hypotheses may be too large to
gain tractability over a reasonably big physical system.
There is also no elegant way of leveraging qualitative
knowledge of the system to obtain computational gains.
In this paper, we remove all these drawbacks by first
formulating the diagnosis problem as a CSP (requiring
simulation to perform consistency checks). We then
define a cost model and describe an algorithm called
QCBFS which not only avoids having to deal with too
many competing hypotheses, but also provides a unify-
ing framework to leverage any qualitative knowledge or
probability estimates from previous approaches. Proba-
bility estimates imported from other sources can affect
only the focusing power of QCBFS but not its accuracy.

Introduction
In continuously evolving systems (including hybrid sys-
tems), trajectory selection (diagnosis) based on observations
made across the time line is usually a difficult thing to do. A
traditional approach to this problem has been to compute the
posterior probabilities of models (trajectories) conditioned
on the observations made and then to pick the one with the
highest such probability. This process however, is often sub-
ject to imprecision resulting from an underestimation of the
complexity of the equation models that guide the evolution
of the system. Probability models try to directly relate the
different modes in which the system could exist to the ob-
servations made. Because they neglect the complexity of the
true relationships, such models tend to be imprecise. Also,
there are usually an extremely large number of candidate hy-
potheses for which such probability terms have to be esti-
mated and this makes such an approach infeasible.

Another drawback of the traditional approaches is that

there is no elegant way of making use of any qualitative
knowledge that may be available. Previous attempts have
been made to reduce the search space for the candidate so-
lution by leveraging qualitative knowledge. One previous
attempt, for example, has been to use qualitative knowledge
as an oracle to increase the posterior probabilities of cer-
tain candidates as opposed to others (McIlraith 2000). In
(Mosterman and Biswas 1999), qualitative knowledge in the
form of TCGs (Temporal Causal Graphs) was used to first
generate a qualitative candidate diagnosis over which model
fitting techniques could be applied for subsequent quantita-
tive refinement.

Consider diagnosing the discrete state in which a system
is by making observations on some of its parameters over a
time line. One interesting way to perform the diagnosis is
to cast it as a CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem). We
might know that the system is in one of a finite set of pos-
sible states, each of which is defined by the combination of
modes in which individual components could be in. A state
is consistent if upon simulation we get results that match the
actual observations made. Such an approach may especially
make sense when the equation models according to which
a system evolves differ arbitrarily across different discrete
modes of the system. We can also extend this approach to-
wards diagnosing a system over a complete time line under
a theory of actions and faults. Here, we are also interested in
reasoning about possible transitions between discrete modes
of the system.

The above process is computationally very expensive be-
cause the consistency checks usually involve simulation of
complex equation models. Often however, we have some
form of qualitative knowledge that we can leverage. This
knowledge can be in many forms. It can either be in the form
of cause-effect relations between parameters of the system
which a TCG tries to capture, or it can be in the form of an
induced ordering on the modes of a component with respect
to a variable. For example, the flow variable induces an or-
dering on the modes of a valve (open and close) for qual-
itative states 0 and +ve. It now becomes necessary for us
to solve CSP formulations of the mode identification prob-
lem in a way so that we can leverage qualitative knowledge
to avoid performing too many consistency checks. We also
have to incorporate the knowledge we have about the prior
probabilities of the modes under which system components



can behave and make use of any other estimates of posterior
probabilities of competing hypotheses to obtain computa-
tional gains.

In this paper, we first formulate the diagnosis problem as
a CSP for a layered architecture of system dynamics. We
concentrate first on diagnosing a discrete mode in which a
system is, under the observations made (assuming that this
mode does not change). We will show that we can then ex-
tend our theory to include reasoning about actions and faults.
We will develop a search algorithm called QCBFS (extend-
ing the algorithm CBFS (Williams and Nayak 1996)) to in-
corporate qualitative knowledge and other probability esti-
mates. As we will see, QCBFS poses the interesting ques-
tion of performing optimal search when one node has the
power to eliminate others upon not satisfying the goal condi-
tions. We show that different kinds of probability estimates
(from earlier approaches) can be used as heuristics to guide
the search. Moreover, any inaccuracy in these estimates af-
fects only the focusing power of QCBFS and its ability to
choose the right hypothesis is always retained.

Casting Diagnosis as a CSP

Diagnosing a hybrid system is usually a very complex task.
It requires us to track not only what discrete jumps the sys-
tem has undergone, but also the continuous path it has fol-
lowed in each of these discrete modes, under the presence of
process and observation noise. In our view of the problem,
it is very important to track the discrete modes first and then
use standard filtering approaches (like particle filtering) to
track the particular path it has followed inside each of them.

Most discrete modes are characterized by equation mod-
els (which could differ arbitrarily from those for other dis-
crete modes) along which continuous evolution of the sys-
tem takes place - albeit that there may be associated noise.
Compositional modeling (Falkenhainer and Forbus 1991) is
a technique which relates discrete modes of components
to the equations they contribute towards system behavior
through the notion of model fragments. Here, references to
discrete modes of a component occur only in the precondi-
tions of model fragments and this helps us abstract the be-
havior of a system to an assignment of the modes of individ-
ual components.

In Figure 1, we illustrate the basic problem that we are
solving as a first step. Each combination of modes of the
individual components (called a model) induces a different
equation model according to which the system behaves over
a time line. Upon simulation of the corresponding equa-
tion models, therefore, predictions can be made for the ob-
servation variables at any time point. We would then se-
lect that combination of modes for individual components
(a model) which makes the right predictions for the true
values of the observation variables. Allowing for the pres-
ence of process and observation noise, however, we would
like to retain models which give a reasonable value for���������	��
������� ���������

(i.e. the probability of observations�������������
given model M).
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Figure 1: A diagrammatic illustration of the layered model
for diagnosis.

Meaning of Simulation

The word ”simulation” is used here in a generic sense and
can mean any procedure which takes a given model and
makes predictions about its behavior over a time line with
a high level of accuracy. Because we insist on accuracy,
we must be willing to associate a high computational bud-
get with it. A lot of reasoning systems and methodologies
like DME (Device Modeling Environment) (Iwasaki and
Low 1993), HCC (Hybrid CC) (Carlson and Gupta 1998),
or even bayesian inference procedures (including sufficient
detail of hidden nodes) would be considered as simulation
procedures. The underlying theme that we want to capture is
that although these reasoning mechanisms are well suited for
specific problem domains and meet different requirements,
they tend to be computationally expensive, and we should
therefore seek to minimize the number of times we use them
in our diagnosis engine.

Rank Probabilities

The idea is to make use of the fact that
�������

s dif-
fer from each other to a much greater degree than���������	��
��������� ���������

s for different models. Let us call
these probabilities (

�������
and

����� � �	� 
 ��������� � � �����
) the

rank and adaptation respectively 1. Therefore, hypothesis�
having a higher rank than  will also be considered to

have a higher posterior probability (conditioned on the ob-
servations) unless its adaptation is too low.

It is important to note that the parameter determining
whether the adaptation of a hypothesis is too low or not,
is dependent on the particular physical domain and may in-
corporate an estimate of the distribution of the prior proba-
bilities of different hypotheses. This is the reason why we
require our simulation procedure to be accurate. More than
just generically reporting whether the adaptation is good

1Rank probabilities were first made use of in (Kurien and Nayak
2000)



enough or not, it should be able to make decisions for any
fine-tuning of the parameter.

CSP Formulation and Model Selection
Diagnosis is the model selection problem of maximizing����� � � � �	� 
 ��������� � �

. These probability terms are non-
intuitive to compute because the order of the cause (ob-
servations

�����	��
���������� �
) and the effect (model M) is re-

versed. One way to get around this is to maximize������������� � � � 
 ������� � � �����
instead. Unfortunately however,����� � �	� 
 ������ � � �����

is very hard to compute since it often
requires simulation of some kind to achieve any reasonable
level of accuracy. It is also infeasible to precompute the sim-
ulation results of all possible models and use them later. This
is because there are usually an extremely large number of
possible models and in general, faults have the property that
they can be of arbitrarily low prior probabilities. This re-
stricts us from precomputing and storing the results of sim-
ulation for only those hypotheses with high prior probabili-
ties.

Casting diagnosis as a CSP allows us to maximize����� � � ���	��
 ��������� � �
in a different way (as opposed to previ-

ous approaches). The idea is to enumerate models in the or-
der of their ranks and reject a hypothesis only if we feel that
its adaptation is too low - otherwise we approve of it. Note
that by doing this, we are making it similar to a consistency-
based approach. We can employ standard search space
pruning techniques like CBFS (Conflict-directed Best First
Search) (Williams and Nayak 1996) to do the diagnosis - ex-
cept now, a different cost model and our desire to leverage
other forms of knowledge calls for a more efficient algorithm
(QCBFS) which we will describe later in the paper.

CBFS
CBFS (Conflict-directed Best First Search) (Williams and
Nayak 1996) is a technique to do simultaneous constraint
satisfaction and maximization of prior probabilities of com-
peting hypotheses under a compositional cost model of the
modes in which individual components can behave. It works
in conjunction with a TMS (Truth Maintenance System) to
catch minimal size conflicts. It uses a successor lattice as
shown in Figure 3 to do search upon. At any time, it main-
tains a frontier of nodes (models) under the assurance that it
always contains the best model among the ones remaining to
be considered. It picks the best model from the frontier and
checks it for consistency. If there is a conflict, then it is re-
placed by its successors that are not covered by the conflict
and the next iteration is taken. If there is no inconsistency,
then that model is chosen as the required diagnosis. Fig-
ure 2 shows a diagrammatic representation of the working
of CBFS.

Cost Model
In CBFS, examining the consistency of an assignment to
the mode variables was assumed to be not too costly. This
was especially so if one maintained an ITMS (Nayak and
Williams 1997), since there are only incremental changes in
the mode assignments between successors. However, in our
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Figure 2: Illustrates how CBFS works.
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Figure 3: Shows the successor lattice used by CBFS. All
nodes in level L of the lattice indicate L-way faults in the
system. The bottom-most node is the level-0 node indicating
nominal behavior.

case, a consistency check is an extremely costly affair. This
is because it requires simulation over an extended time line.
Also, incremental changes in mode assignments cannot be
exploited because they can arbitrarily change the equation
model according to which the system evolves. All costs re-
lated to any search algorithm will therefore be dominated
by the number of simulations (consistency checks) we do.
All other computations, like any processing of the frontier
nodes, will be considered as being of negligible cost.

Encoding Qualitative Knowledge
Qualitative knowledge in system dynamics is usually avail-
able in many forms. The most popular way of capturing such
knowledge has been through the use of TCGs (Mosterman
and Biswas 1999). We also introduce the idea of induced or-
derings on the modes of a component as another way of cap-
turing qualitative information. We combine this with TCGs
to yield the notion of ELs (Elimination Lattices), which we
will use directly in performing effective search.

Temporal Causal Graph
A TCG is an abstract model of the dynamic behavior of a
system derived from a bond graph. TCGs have been made
use of in several ways to perform diagnosis. In (Lerner et.
al. 2000), they were used to provide the skeleton structure
for bayesian networks (to do probabilistic reasoning over the
system). In (Mosterman and Biswas 1999), they were used
to provide candidate qualitative diagnosis so that one could



later apply quantitative refinements through parameter esti-
mation and data fitting in the hope that this would reduce the
search space. Further, in (McIlraith 2000), the TCGs were
used to provide oracles for affecting the posterior probabili-
ties of competing hypotheses.

Mode Orderings
System dynamics is usually determined by integrating the
description of individual components. The variables con-
nected with the modes of components in their individual de-
scriptions often induce an ordering on them. For example,
the state of a valve (open/close) is ordered with respect to
the amount of liquid flowing through it (+ve/zero). But the
flow variable may not be directly observable in the system
to allow for the use of this qualitative knowledge. Often
however, the temporal causal graph captures other causality
relations by which the flow variable may be connected to
other observable variables. In general, therefore, although
in many cases the modes of a particular component are or-
dered only in relation to some directly connected variables,
other observable variables in the system are proportionally
related to these so that one can still retain notions related to
the ordering on the modes of individual components.

Elimination Lattice
Consider the CSP formulation of the diagnosis problem.
Suppose a particular assignment of modes to the compo-
nents of the system produces simulation results which do
not match with the actual observations; then not only can
we record this assignment as being a nogood, we can also
infer (only from qualitative arguments) that some other as-
signments are nogoods too. For example, if we are keeping
the bouncing of a ball under observation and we observe
that the maximum heights reached fall short of the simula-
tion results for the nominally blown case of the ball, then we
can also conclude that the ball cannot be overblown and re-
strict our search space only to the underblown area. It can
be noticed that this way of inferring additional nogoods ev-
ery time inconsistencies are come across can greatly reduce
our search space if we follow an information-theoretically
optimum order of trying out the various assignments.

An EL (Elimination Lattice) is an attempt to merge the
ideas of the TCG and the ordering induced on the modes of
individual components. In its explicit form, an EL should be
able to provide all combinations of mode assignments that
can be inferred to be nogoods (from qualitative arguments)
for every assignment recorded as a nogood upon simulation
(depending upon how the observations and predications
compare with each other). We can however have a more
implicit and compact representation as follows (see Figure
4).
Definition A conflict tuple is an assignment of modes to the
individual components of the system such that the predicted
behavior (simulation results) does not match the actual
observations within the level of accuracy required.
Definition A conflict tag for an observation variable E
being greater than its predicted value for a conflict tuple
is the ordered set

� � ����������� �����
(where

�����
	�� �� �����
and �

is the number of components) such that: (1)
�����������

if the
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Figure 4: Shows the ConflictDB entry for observation vari-
able E with respect to the components COMP 1,2&3.

variable inducing an ordering on the modes of �����! "���$#%� � �
is in direct proportionality with E; (2)

� � ���  �
if there

is an inverse proportionality and (3)
�&�'��� � �

otherwise.
(Interchange

�(���
and

�  �
for actual value of E being lesser

than its predicted value).
Definition Two modes � �

and � 

of a component satisfy

� � � � 

if � �

occurs before � 

in the ordering induced

on the modes of the component by a connected variable 2.
� � � � 


iff � 
  � �
and � � � � 


is always true. Also,) �*�
;
)�+� 

; and
)� � �

.
Definition An assignment of modes

� � ����������� � ��� to com-
ponents

� �����! ���������� �����! ��� passes through a conflict tag� � � ������ � � �
and its corresponding conflict tuple

� � � �������� � � � if
for no , , � � )��� � � is true and

� � ����������� � ���.-�/� � ���������� � �0�
Definition An assignment of modes to components� � ��������� � ��� passes through the conflictDB, if it passes
through all the conflict tags with respect to their conflict
tuples.

QCBFS
Reconsider the CBFS approach. The algorithm has dual
goals - that of checking for a consistent model and that of
maximizing its prior probability. Rightfully enough, one can
abstract the working of CBFS as producing hypotheses in
the order of their prior probabilities and sequentially check-
ing them for consistency. The first one which turns out to be
consistent is chosen as the required diagnosis.

Now suppose that we had a third goal of minimizing the
number of consistency checks - which under our cost model
corresponds to the number of simulations we perform. No-
tice that some models which become conflict tuples also ac-
quire the power to eliminate others by virtue of the corre-
sponding conflict tags. This is a reflection of the way in
which we make use of qualitative knowledge. The inter-
esting question that arises out of this is whether we should

2For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the modes of a com-
ponent cannot be ordered in more than 1 way by different con-
nected variables
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always check for the consistency of models in order of their
ranks and hope to find the required diagnosis early on, or do
we check the consistency of models in order of how much
information they carry about the elimination of others to be
able to have lesser models to perform search over in the fu-
ture.

The solution to the above question is in the analysis of the
recurrence relation for the cost associated in solving a prob-
lem of size � ( � is the number of models to search over). For
the sake of analysis, consider that the models are arranged
in order of their ranks (which we can produce anyway). The
following recurrence relation holds true:� � � � � � , � � 	����  � � � , � � � � � � �  � � � � � � # � � �
This is because if model � � in the sequence is chosen, then a
cost of 1 is always associated with doing its simulation. If it
turns out to be consistent, the best solution could only be in
the range of models � ������� � ��� � . Here,  � is the probability
that the model � � will have a sufficiently high adaptation
value. If on the other hand, the model fails, then we can
also eliminate # � � �

other models by virtue of the conflict
tags generated. Note that # � measures only the number of
models that can be eliminated (including � � itself) among
the ones that have not yet been thrown out of consideration.
The algorithm is now simply to choose at each step that � �	�
which forms the argument of the minimization.

Working of QCBFS
Figure 5 shows the working of QCBFS. The algorithm main-
tains a frontier of nodes over the successor lattice (Figure
2) in the same way as CBFS does. Unlike CBFS however,
the choice of the best node to expand in the frontier is not
according to its rank, but according to the argument of min-
imization for the cost function described earlier. Having se-
lected a hypothesis, it first checks for its presence in the con-
flictDB. The conflictDB contains all necessary information
for detecting whether a model has been rejected in the past.
This may be in the form of conflict tuples and conflict tags
possibly generated for some other model. If a model passes
through the conflictDB, then an actual simulation is done to
check for its adaptation. If the adaptation is not too low,

then the hypothesis is the required diagnosis. Otherwise, the
EL is used to enrich the conflictDB; and the successors of
the hypothesis are added into the frontier.

Issues and Observations for QCBFS

The recurrence relation described above raises a lot of issues
- all of which do not have the best answers, and approxima-
tions may be required at many places. We provide a discus-
sion on each of these below.

Position of frontier hypotheses The position of a hypoth-
esis � (presumably belonging to the frontier) among all hy-
potheses (including the ones not yet generated) in the sorted
order of their ranks, is not necessarily the same as its posi-
tion among the hypotheses that have already been generated
(which include those present in the frontier). This is because
of the presence of holes as shown in Figure 5. However, we
assume that it is tolerable to compare the true position of two
hypotheses by examining only the current frontier.

Models yet to be generated Note that in the recurrence
relation, we are seeking a minimization over all models. It
is a good approximation to just sort the frontier nodes in
terms of their ranks and then do the minimization only over
them. This is a reasonable thing to do because the size of the
subproblems resulting from a simulation made on � � tends
to increase with , (thereby increasing the cost). Since we
know that most nodes yet to be generated are beyond the
frontier, the chances that the best node to be expanded next
is among them, is very low. We assume that the computa-
tion required in sorting the frontier nodes by their ranks is
negligible compared to the simulation costs.

Probability estimates In the recurrence relation,  � was
the probability that model � � would not be rejected upon
simulation. This is where the estimates made by other prob-
abilistic approaches can be made use of. Note that any in-
accuracy of these estimates does not affect the accuracy of
QCBFS, rather it may only affect the heuristic power of the
search. Also note that  � is not the same as the adaptation
of the hypothesis we get upon simulation. It is the probabil-
ity that this adaptation is not too low. Since it is being used
only for its heuristic power, its calculation can be made from
computationally cheap methods.

The cost function The cost function itself may be arbitrar-
ily complex and one does not know

� � , � � �
or

� � � � # � � to
its fullest accuracy unless the recurrence is solved to com-
plete precision. However a linear estimation for

� � � � may
serve as a good approximation. Other empirical approaches
derived from a characterization of the domain of the problem
can be incorporated here.

Number of models eliminated # � measures the number
of models (not yet eliminated) one can eliminate from con-
sideration, if the simulation of � � does not match the actual
observations. Note that this number depends on whether the
simulation results turn out to be higher or lower than the ac-
tual values for each observation variable. Although for each
of these cases one can calculate the required number eas-
ily (from the Elimination Lattice and conflictDB), we still



need to give them appropriate weighting factors to get a cor-
rect estimate of # � . These estimations may not be too hard
because we just have to surmise in each case whether the
model produces higher or lower values for the observation
variables. As before, any inaccuracy here only affects the
heuristic power of the search process.

Observation CBFS can now be considered as a special
case of QCBFS. In CBFS, none of the models had the power
to eliminate others - making # � = 1. Also, there was no way
in which other estimates of posterior probabilities could be
used. This made models differ only in their

� � , � � �
terms

and because this was monotonic with respect to the rank of
the model (viz , ), the best model to be expanded at any stage
was always the first one.

Observation If the required model is present in position
, , then all models � ������� � ��� � will provably undergo an es-
timation of their  � s. Although this may seem to pose the
same disadvantages as the previous approaches, we should
note that this estimation is not done beyond computationally
cheap methods. Our primary goal is to remove the inaccu-
racy of previous approaches by making use of simulation
(which we assume is a costly process). But the interesting
thing is that in doing so, we do not lose computationally also
because of our ability to leverage other kinds of knowledge.

Observation Sometimes it might be a good idea to not
simulate a hypothesis if its estimated probability  � itself is
too low. We might want to do this when we have found
a consistent hypothesis � � , but are solving � � ��� � �

� �
in

search of a possibly better one (which might also be consis-
tent). If the estimated probabilities of all these ( � ������� � �

� �
)

is very low, then we might just want to call off the further
probes. The important thing to note here is that any such
knowledge that we want to use should be incorporated in the
conflictDB without affecting the recurrence relation. The
conflictDB can now do this additional test of very low  � s
(among other tests) before allowing for simulation.

Extending the Theory

The theory developed so far can be extended to diagnose
system behavior over an extended time line where the dis-
crete modes themselves change. Under the assumption that
a system changes its discrete modes only in association with
an action, one can extend the theory by simply introduc-
ing mode variables on the transitions an action can cause
(Kurien and Nayak 2000). Abrupt faults involving the spon-
taneous change of a discrete mode of a system, can be dealt
with by searching for an appropriate point in the time line to
add a NOOP 3 and reduce it to the previous problem. The
point where we introduce the NOOP is guided by an exam-
ination of the adaptation curve. The adaptation curve is a
plot of the cumulative probability

����� ���	��
������� ���������
built

online 4 with each observation made.

3A degenerate operation to indicate that, in reality, no action
has been taken.

4Used in the algorithmic sense of the word

Summary and Future Work
In this paper, we presented QCBFS as an algorithm to per-
form diagnosis on physical systems with components behav-
ing in various modes. QCBFS provides a unifying frame-
work in which we can incorporate and reason about various
kinds of knowledge. This includes qualitative knowledge of
the system dynamics, probability estimates, rank probabil-
ities, compositional costs (a reflection of independence as-
sumptions for component behaviors) and virtually any other
heuristic. The basic philosophy upon which QCBFS differs
from other approaches is that it does not look for the lit-
tle structure present among the different discrete modes of
a system (which many previous approaches wrongfully look
for). Instead, it exploits the good amount of structure present
in the behavior of each individual component under the con-
jecture that the overall structure among the global discrete
modes of the system is compositional with respect to these.
Future work is directed towards an empirical verification of
the performance of the algorithm and a detailed study of the
different approximations involved.
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